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What makes this song greater than any other love song? And what is it doing in the Bible? Read Scripture. A "lovely" poem. Read further to discover there's more than meets the eye. Several themes begin to take shape within the poetry of this song, along with pearls of wisdom strung through its text about handling the fiery passions of sexual desire. Much like the two lovers, God's love for His people is powerful and unending. This symbolism has translated into both Jewish and Christian biblical interpretations. Read the bible. Song of Solomon. Keep Reading Song of Solomon. Continue Your Learning Journey. Series. The Literary Study Bible was a good choice for this project: one column, only a few cross-references at the bottom of the page, the layout clearly identifying songs and poetry. I enjoyed the literary notes, better understanding genres and allusions across For years I've wanted to read each book of the Bible through in one sitting. Psalms and Isaiah had to be broken up, but I scheduled time to read other long books through. I got the flow of the book and picked up on motifs I missed in the past. The Literary Study Bible was a good choice for this project: one column, only a few cross-refer